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James L. Kelley, Chairman
Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

%

In the Matter of
DUKE POWER COMPANY, ET AL.

(Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2)
Docket Nos. 50-413 and 50-414 O L.

Dear Judge Kelley:

I am herewith enclosing a clean copy of Palmetto Alliance Exh! bit 146, at

Palmetto's request (Enclosure A). It has come to my attention that one

document included in this exhibit was missing two pages when assercbled for

Freedom of Information Act response purposes. So that the record can be

complete, I am forwarding to the Board and parties a complete copy of the

subject document - a May 23, 1984 NRC Trip Report (Enclosure B). I h5ve

also sent copies of these documents to the Court Reporter.

Sin ely,

> I |w
jGeorge/E. Johnson

Counsel for NRC Staff

Enclosures: As stated

cc w/ Enclosure B: Service list
and Court Reporter

MO!ooOk
PDR
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MEMORANDUM FOR: FILE

J. Blake, Chief, Materials and Processes Section, Engineering .

FROM: Branch, Division of Reactor Safety

B. Urye, Invest.igative Coordinator

SUBJECT:
TRIP REPORT - REVIEW OF DPC INVESTIGATION (May 1-3, 1984)

|

CASE NO: RII-84-A-0012
AcW

27, 1984, the Regional Administrator was briefed by selected members ofOn April
the Region II staff regarding the status of Duke Power Company's (DPC) investi-
gation into the " Welder B" issue. Following the briefing, a general discussion;

was conducted with the Regional Administrator to consider any additional activity
the staff should undertake in this matter. It was agreed that the staff should,

conduct a review of OPC's investigative activity to date and that this review
'

should be conducted on site. The Regional Administrator directed that this
review cover as a minimum two principle areas, the first being the technical
adequacy of DPC's investigative effort and second, the administrative methodology

,

used during the DPC interview process. J. Blake, Chief, Materials and Processes,

Section, Engineering Branch, Division of Reactor Safety, and B. Urye,

Investigative Coordinator, were subsequently directed to go to the Catawba site
to conduct the review and evaluation.,

Administrative Review of Investigative Process
,

,

|
The admini strative review was conducted to examine the investigative and

involved in the DPC investigation. Of particularadministrative methodology
interest was the technique and methods utilized during the interviews; to include,

|
completeness of the interviews, the atmosphere during the actual interview,|

|
documentation of the interviews, credentials of interviewers, and general

' adequacy of the investigative process.

The licensee provided copies of 146 unsigned affidavits which were reviewed in
detail. Generally, the affidavits which contained information pertinent to the

and well written. Those effidavits taken fromi investigation were detailed!

individuals who could provide no substantive information contained a minimum of
detail.
Discussions were held with Mr. R. Hollins, a OPC engineer who is in charge of the

~

DPC investigation. He advised that the initial interviews and affidavits served
as a screening mechanism in which DPC personnel who could provide relevant
information were identified. Mr. Hollins stated that those individuals would be

!

to ootain additional details. He said these subsequentinterviewed again
interviews would be conducted by appropriate technical teams which would then
begin working on the resolution of the concerns.

|

l

|
L
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Four DPC employees had been selected to conduct the initial interviews. They had
interviewing experience based on their personnel related jobs with OPC. They

i

were given a short course of instruction pertaining to the technical aspects of
| the allegation to familiarize them with terms and processes which could be

brought up during the interviews. In addition, they were provided with a four .'

page glossary of welding and construction terms to which they could refer to
| during the interviews if required.

When the interviews were started, the individuals to be interviewed were called
the Welding Superintendent's office; there they were introduced to the

>

I to
interviewer, and the Welding Superintendent gave the individual a short briefing

' as to why they were going to be interviewed and the fact that an investigation,

was being conducted. The individuals were introduced to the interviewers and
encouraged to be completely open and honest in their conversations with the
interviewers. They were further advised by the Welding Superintendent that they

. were not being accused of any wrongdoing but simply being solicited for any) information which would assist in the evaluation of work quality. Finally, the

Welding Superintendent advised them that every effort would be made to keep their:
l information confidential. Following this briefing by the Welding Superintendent,

the interviewer escorted the interviewee to another room to conduct the inter-
view. One noteworthy aspect of this process was the fact that there were no.

'

schedules for the interviewers. This factor precluded the interviewers from
When thebeing rushed in their interviews due to scheduling requirements.

interviewers completed an interview they then called for the next available
interviewee.

Discussions were held with the four DPC individuals who conducted the interviews
to obtain an understanding and sense of the environment and atmosphere during the
interviews; the credentials and experience level of the interviewers; and the:

|
depth of preparation for the interviews. All four interviewers had been selected

[
because of interviewing experience gained from their work in the employee

! relations department. One individual also had prior law enforcement experience.
The interviewers had been briefed that their primary function was to elicit
information regarding any concerns expressed by the interviewees in addition to

|
covering specific questions from a prepared list. The prepared questions
generally dealt with knowledge regarding the quality of work at Catawba;i deliberate attempts toproduction pressure which may have affected quality;I

violate QA procedures and welding procedures; possible cases where procedures
were violated and corrective action not taken; knowledge where anyone was
directed to violate QA or welding procedures; violations of interpass tempera-
tures; improper removal of are strikes; and general ' questions regarding product

The interviewers had been instructed to develop any information along
I quality. they stated they were not under any pressure to rushthese', lines. In additf ort,

interviews and they weie given sufficient latitude to explore appropriate areas
of concern as required. They stated that interviews which developed no
substantive information lasted anywhere from 30 to 45 minutes, and interviews

,

f Inwhich developed substantive information lasted up to three hours or more.
closing the interviews, the interviewers instructed the interviewees that their

.

| conversation was to be kept confidential and that they should not discuss the'

The interviewers stated that they felt theynature or content of the interview.
had been able to do a good job and that the substantive affidavits were thorough,

i
+ .
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Examination and review of investigative strategy indicated a logical approach was
developed in an attempt to define parameters and induce development within those

Establishment of parameters involved determining crew members andparameters.
lead men of the foreman in question from the time he was made a foreman until

time frame the foreman in question was on the second shift; and,present;
preparation of a list of crew members assigned to the foreman during the

~

1980-1981 time frame. The interview team was briefed and a training session was
held to familiarize the team members with technical terms. Interviews were
initiated with identified crew members and exit interviews were reviewed of those
individuals no longer employed. Interviewees who raised technical concerns were
identified for additional interviews by a technical interviewer to develop the
scope of these concerns.

In addition to the above interviews, additional random interviews were conducted
| with individuals assigned to powerhouse mechanics, electricians, steel workers,-

and other welding craft. This random interview process resulted in 68 individual
interviews.

The investigative process was initiated from a high level of corporate manage-
Specific responsibility was fixed at the highest level of management atment.

the site and a corporate level professional engineer was assigned to direct the
investigative effort. This responsibility is clearly fixed and documented.

~

Following the review of the affidavits, three individuals were randomly selected
and interviewed to determine if they felt they were provided suitable opportunity
to discuss their concerns. The interviewees stated they were satisfied that
their interviews were conducted in a professional manner and that they were given

Oneample opportunity to discuss their concerns in a supportive atmosphere.
interviewee did comment that he was told his information was to be kept
confidential and when he went to the Employee Relations Office to sign his
affidavit he noticed it was laying unprotected on a desk in a common area of the
office. He stated that anyone in the office would have been able to pick up the
affidavit and read it. He said he would like to see such documentation given
better protection.

Throughout the review, Mr. Hollins was available to answer questions and clarify
procedures used during the investigation. A free exchange of information
facilitated the review. At the beginning of the review, it was explained to
Mr. Hollins that the intended purpose of the review was to determine progress and
direction of the investigative activity. It was made clear that there was no
intent to offer or provide consultation services and discussions were offered
with the . intent of providing an outside opinion .to facilitate the investigative
process.

An exit interview was conducted with Mr. Hollins and Mr. Dick, Vice President -
Construction. This was an unstructured, free flowing discussion which generally

Thecovered impressions and comments regarding the review of investigation.
following points were discussed and their relative position as listed below does
not reflect their importance:

.
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The interviews conducted to date should be considered screening interviews
which developed substantive concerns requiring additional technical-

followup.

Each coricorn identified should be thoroughly examined and adequately .-

resolved.'

Information involving other foremen needs to be expanded to include-

additional interviews.

Technical interviews should utilize those interview team members as '
-

facilitators during these interviews.
be directed at attacking credibility of those whoEfforts should not

provided substantive information, but rather at developing the information
-

provided.

Interviewees should be given feedback when concerns are resolved.-

Some interviews should be expanded to develop additional required informa--

tion.

A personnel management issue appears to be developing and should be pursued
from an effective management perspective. First line supervisors (foremen)

-

i

seem to be a problem with regards to their management style.
;

Interviewees who provide substantive information should be advised that if
they feel their concerns were not adequately resolved they can go to the NRC

-

without fear of repercussion.
'

Employee Relations should be given access to the investigation report when-

completed so they can review personnel management issues.

Technical Review of the Investigative process

Discussions were held with Mr. R. Hollins concerning the overall plan for theDuring theseresolution of concerns identified during the screening interviews.
discussions Mr. Hollins presented a program outline which showed the major steps
for developing and resolving the concerns. The program indicated that the
concerns would be sorted into specific technical areas and then assigned to
appropriate OPC staff members for resolution.

" One apparent weakness noted 'during the review of the program outline was that
there appeared to be'no requirement that'the technical resolvers present anything

-

~ While it was
but. final resolutions for Mr. Hollins and Mr. Dick to review.
implied that Mr. Hollins would be working closely with the technical resolvers

feedback mechanism to document that they understood thethere was no formal
necessity to fully define the concerns, and prepare to defend the resolutions in
a hostile environment.

.
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Mr. Hollins agreed that this would be a useful step in the resolution process and
indicated that he would be adding it to his outline.

The two majoh categories of concerns were in the areas of welding concerns and
The welding concerns had been assigned to Dave Llewellyn of-

<

personnel concerns. staff and the personnel actions had been assigned tothe site engineering
Dave Abernathy of the corporate personnel staff in Charlotte, NC.

Mr. Llewellyn was interviewed to determine how he was conducting the technicalMr. Llewellyn informed us that while he
review and resolution of the concerns.
had been involved with the preparation and examination of socket weld samples for
the follow-up of the " Burnt Socket" issue, he was not aware of any other concerns

*

until he was assigned the complete package of welding concerns during the week of
Mr. Llewellyn indicated that he was still trying to complete,

April 23-27, 1984.l his review of the package and formulate a plan for resolution.

.

Mr. Brian Kruse of Mr. Llewellyn's staff was introduced as the engineer
conducting the metallurgical analysis of the " Burnt Socket" ' weld samples.

| Mr. Blake held discussions with Mr. Kruse and accompanied him on a visit to the' Mr. Kruse was workingDPC metallurgical laboratory adjacent to the McGuire site. sections toon completing metallographic examinations of socket weld cross
determine the degree of sensitization in each sample. ~No work had been initiated!

to see if the test welds could be used as standards for in situ testing of
-

production welds.

During the discussions with Mr. Llewellyn and Mr. Kruse it was pointed out thatI

with the Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) J. A. Jones Engineering
Center located in Charlotte it would be prudent if the final resolution to thein weldwelding concerns reflected what EPRI knew to be the state-of-the-art
inspection and examination.

Mr.- Abernathy was interviewed to determine how he was conducting the technical
review and resolution of the personnel concerns. Mr. Abernathy admitted that heHe had readhad not had time to develop a plan for the review or the resolution.
through the concerns and was aware that additional interviews would be necessary
to develop the concerns expressed about additional foreman identified during the

,

original screening interviews.

During final discussions with Mr. Hollins and Mr. Dick, the following discussion
items were reinforced: .

|
. . Technical resolvers shoul'd define the concerns and identify the resources

| ~ required to resolve the issues.

l

I

:
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Technical resolvers should consult with outside authorities during their-

resolution efforts and reference these contacts to sup;: ort the DPC
resolution's.

Final resolutions wherever possible should be bounded in real numbers. .

-
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